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A Steiner minimal tree for a given set of points in the plane is a tree which interconnects 
these points using Eines of shortest possible total length. We construct an infinite class of trees 
which are the unique full Steiner minimal trees for their sets of endpoints (vertices of degree 
one). 
1. 
A Steiner minimal tree (WT) for given points Al, . . . , A,, in the plane is a tree 
which interconnects hese points using lines of shortest possible length. In order to 
achieve minimum length an SM’I may contain other vertices (Steiner points) 
besides Al, . . . , A,,. It is well known [3] that an SMT must be a Steiner tree which 
satisfies the conditions: 
(i) No lines can meet at less than 120”. 
(ii) Each Steiner point has exactly three lines. 
Thererore in a Steiner tree the three lines at each Steiner point must meet at 120”. 
Another well known [3] consequence of condition (ii) is that there are at most 
n - 2 Steiner points. An SMT is called fwll if it has II - 2 Steiner points. 
No efficient algorithms are known for constructing SMT’s for general sets of 
points. In fact, there is strong evidence [2] that no such algorithms can exist even 
in principle. However for a given set of points it is sometimes possible to find an 
SMT efficiently by exploiting the special features of the given points. One such 
example has been worked out by Chung and Graham [l] when the given set of 
points, called a ladder, consists of 2n points arranged in a rectangular 2X n array 
with adjacent pairs of points forming a square. In this paper we suggest a 
backdoor approach to achieving a similar goal, Namely, instead of starting from a 
special set of points and working out its WIT, we start from a special tree and 
prove that it is an SMT for its endpoints. Hence any subset of vertices of the tree 
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which includes all the endpoints becomes a special set of points for which we 
know an SMT. 
Let T be a tree interconnecting a given set of points A. The topology of T, 
denoted by G(T), is the graph form of the tree ignoring distances and locations. A 
relatively minimal tree for A is a shortest tree interconnecting A relative to a 
given topology. It was proved in [3] that there exists at most one relatively 
minimal tree for a given topology and a Steiner tree is always a relatively minimal 
tree. 
We now define a class of trees, called the splitting trees, which will be proved in 
the next section to be the unique MT’s for their endpoints. 
(i) A tree T with three endpoints is a splitting tree if the three points are the 
three vertices of an equilateral triangle and T is the unique SMT for these three 
points. 
(ii) A tree T with n endpoints, n > 3, is a splitting tree if it can be obtained 
from another splitting tree T’ with n - 1 endpoints by splitting an endpoint w of 
T’ into two new edges [u, w] and [u, w], where vertices u and u are new endpoints 
of T, such that: 
(a) The three edges at the splitting point meet at 120”. 
(b) The lengrhs of the two new edges are equal, and each of these length-, is 
less than &,- ,, with h, _ 1 defined by 
h,_, =min{&J-IT’!} 
R, I 
where R,,. , is any other relatively tninimal tree interconnecting the set of 
endpoints of T’, and IRI denotes the length of the tree R. We note that h,_l >O 
since T’ is the unique SMT (to be proved) for its endpoints and other relatively 
minimal trees (for example, any spanning tree) exist. 
Vertices u and u in the above construction are brothers t Y+ each other and are 
SOPIS of vertex w. Two vertices whose fathers are brothers are called cousins. 
wD,_ 'roof of optfmality 
Let T,, denote a splitting tree with a set of n endpoints P,,. 
Theorem. T, is the unique SMT for P,,. 
Proof* Suppose to the contrary that R, # T, is an SMT for P,,. Assume that T, is 
obtained from splitting T,+, whose set of endpoints is P,+ Our strategy is to 
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modify R, into a tree T&_, interconnecting P,,+ The crucial part of the proof 
consists of showing that G(TL_,) # G(T,_,). Let &,+ be the relatively minimal 
tree obtained by applying Melzak’s construction (see Section 6 of [3], or [4J) on 
the topology G(T’,_J. Then either G(R,,_,) = G(Tk_,), or G(R,,__,) is a de- 
generating form of G(Tkwl) by having Steiner points collapsing with other points. 
In the latter case G(Z?,,_J cannot have it -3 Steiner points. Since T,_, is a full 
SMT, G&-J # G(T,,._J in either case. Therefore 
By using the relation between R,, and TL+ and the relation between T, and 
T n-19 we show that lRn[ > IT,& a contradiction to the assumption that R, is an 
SMT. 
We prove the theorem by induction on pz. The theorem is trivially true for 
n = 3. For n > 3 we first show that T, must contain a subtree of the form shows in 
Fig. 1 (or a subtree which is different only in the relative positions of brothers) in 
which u and o are endpoints, and z can either be an endpoint or a Steiner point 
connected to two endpoints x and y. Furthermore we require I[ U, w]l = 11~~ WI\, 
I[w, rll = lb, 4, ad lb, yll = KY, 41 if x ami y exist. 
Fig. 1. A splitting tree. 
For II = 4 the subtree is T4 itself (without x and y) where [zs, w] and [u, w] are 
the two edges obtained by splitting vertex w of a T3. For n > 4 let S be the tree 
obtained from Tn by eliminating all the endpoints and edges incident o them, i.e., 
S is the subtree of the Steiner points. Let p = [sl, s2, . . . , s,,,] be a longest path in 
S where the q’s are vertices on the path. Note that m a 3 for n > 4. Now s1 
cannot be connected to another Steiner point lest p cannot be a longest path in 
S, Therefore we may assume s1 is connected to two endpoints u and u. Similarly 
we may assume that s2 is connected to a point z which is either an endpoint or a 
Steiner point connected to two other endpoints x and y. By the definition of 
splitting tree, we have I[ u, WI\= I[u, w]l and I[x, z]l = I[y, z]l. If I[ IV, r]\ # l[z, r]\, then 
Tn must start splitting from a T3 which is either on the three points u, 2, and r, or 
the three points x, y and R In either case we can obtain the desired subtree by 
considering the other end of p, i.e., by treating s,,, and s,,,+ as w and t in Fig. Bi 
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We now prove the theorem by considering five subcases. 
Case (i): Edge [u, U]E R,,, both vertices u and v are o_f degree 2 or mom. Dehe 
K-1 =R, -[Y a]Ub, wlub, ~1. 
Then G(Tm_._,) # G(T,_,) since vertex w is of degree two in TL_, but of degree 
one in T,_,. Therefore 
lR”l = ITAl+ IbY ull- lb9 41 -Ku, WI1 
=-qT,-J+A,_* +(&2) J[y w]l 
>I~“-wlcu~ wll= D-4. 
Case (ii): [u, u] E R,, u is of degree 1. Define 
TLr = R, -[u, v]U[v, w]. 
Let [v, 41 denote a second edge at vertex o in R,. Since R,, is an SMT, edges [u, 43 
and [u, o] must form an angle of at least 120” at V. 
Fig. 2. Graph for Case (ii,. 
We now prove that G(T&_,)# G(T,_,). Suppose to the contrary that 
G(Tn-,) = G(T,_,). If z is an endpoint, then G(Tk_,)= G(Tn_,) implies that 
edges [4, z] exists in R,, and the third edge at 4 goes down. But I[w, ~]l= l[z, r]l 
imples that LVWZ = 90”, hence LWUZ < 90” and 
Luvq 2 120 > Luvw + Lwoz. 
It follows 4 lies above [u, z] and ~2~42 (the angle not containing the third line of 
4) > 180”, a contradiction to the assumption that R, is an SMT. 
If z is a Steiner point, then G(Ti__,)= GcT,__,j implies that there exists a 
Steiner point t in R, such that edges [x, t], [y, tJ and 14, t] exist. Let s be the third 
point of the equilateral triangle Axys which is on the other side of z. Since 
ICS 41 = KY, 4 s is on the extension of line fr, z]. Then from Melzak’s construc- 
tion, vertices , t and q are Airrear. Let I,, be the line perpendicular to line [u, w] 
throt !gh K Then since line [s, z j forms a 150” angle with 4, and vertex 4 is on or 
abovg: f,, bq = LIXJS 2 Hii’. This again contradicts the assumption that R,, is an 
SMT. Therefore we must conclude that G(TL_J # G(T,_,). Consequently, 
WA= 1%-1I+Ib3 ~ll-lc~~ wll 
m8-1l+L,aJ* 
Case (iii): [u, u]E& 2) is of degree 1. Define 
R-1 =R-cu,~l~rvwl* 
Let [u, q] denote a second edge at u in R,,. Since R,, is an SMT, edges [u, q] and 
[u, u] must form an angle of at least 120” at u. We now prove that 
G(T&) # G(T,,_,). Suppose to the contrary that G(T&_J = G(T,_,). If z is an 
endpoint. Then G(TL_,) = G(T,-,) implies that edge [z, q] exist in R,, and the 
third edge at q goes down. But 
Lwuz = Luzr < Lwzr = 30” 
since I[ w, r]l = I[z, r]l. Hence 
~uqz < 180°-Lzr4q~ 180°-(120’~Lvuw-Lwuz)< 120”, 
a contradiction to the fact that R,, is a relative minimal tree. 
Fig. 3. 
If z is a Steiner point, then G(TL_,) = G(T,_,) implies that there exist ai Steiner 
point t in I?,, such that edges [x, t], [y, t] and [q, t] exist. Again, let s be the third 
point of the equilateral triangle Axys, with s on the other side of z. Then vertices 
s, f, q are colinear. But 
Lsqq’ > ~suq > LSXY > 60”. 
Hence edges [f, q] and [u, q] cannot meet at 120”, a contradiction to the 
assumption that R,, is an SMT. Therefore G(T;_,) # G(T,_,) and 
IRA = ITI-1l+lb, +Icu, wll 
w-LIl+L1~I~“l* 
Case (iv): Edge [u, u] $ R,,, u and u are not brothers. Define 
T;,, = R, + [u, w] + [u, w] - any other edge in the cycle 
caused by the addition of edges [u, w] and [u, w]. 
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Since vertex w has degree 2 in T&_I but degree 1 in 7+,-r, G(T~_,)#G(T,_,). 
Therefore 
t;Rnt~IT~-1l-It~9 4l--lb9 WI! 
qTn_J+An_l -X% wll>lKl- 
Unlike all the other cases, it is possible here that edge [u, w] (or [o, WI) crosses 
some edge in R,,. When that happens, we modify our definition of ri_, by 
replacing edge [u, w] (or [v, w3 by the shorter line before the crossing. This 
modification, of course, increases the difference 1 R,l - lT,I. Furthermore, if adding 
edge [u, w] (or [v, w]) causes the degree of vertex u (or v) to be four, then we can 
always split u (or u) into two connected vertices, s-distance away, each of degree 
three. For E small enough, the inequality I R, I > 1 T, I remains true. 
Case (9: Edge [u, ~18: R,, u and u are brothers. Let vertex 9 denote the father 
of vertices u and u in R,. Then since Luqv = 120”, it is not too difficult to show 
that 
I[ u9 411 + lb4 411’ lb4 SIL 
Defirz 
r;_, = Rn --I?4 41-b* 41+l%9 41. 
since the rel&vely minimal tree is unique, G(R,) # CCT,). It follows that 
G(T”_r) # G(T,_,). Therefore 
IRnI = ICI-,I + lb, qll+ lb, 411 -lb% 411 
>lL~l+L?lT,l. 
The proof is complete. 
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